validity of both our viral vector and distinct long-lasting mechanisms of NPS. In sum, NPS remains an attractive candidate for novel compounds targeting anxiety pathophysiology.
Transdisciplinary Research Integration Center in Japan

Abstract
Pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide (PACAP) gene codes a peptide hormone that is important for regulation of emotions such as anxiety and fear. However, genetic influence on the functions remains poorly understood. Here we describe genetic variation and expression diversity of the PACAP gene to identify functional differences that influence and contribute to phenotypic diversity among individual mice (Mus musculus). We have investigated sequence variation of the PACAP gene using genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotypes between wild-caught mice (Mus musculus domesticus, WILD) and laboratory mouse strains (LAB). SNP variations within the groups revealed a significant selective sweep around the PACAP gene in WILD, but not in LAB mice. Gene sequence comparison between the groups showed different length of a dinucleotide (GT) repeat in a intron of the PACAP gene. We found a functional role of this cis-regulatory element so that the GT repeat length affects the expressional pattern of alternative splicing variants of the PACAP gene. These results indicate a contribution of the genetic variation of the PACAP gene to the expression diversity. We speculated that the genetic diversity is associated with functional diversity of PACAP gene that had a role in the establishment of laboratory mouse strains.
PS17
High expression of PACAP gene and the molecular mechanism found in wild-mouse strain showing elevated anxiety-like behavior 
University of Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract Stress response is behavioral and physiological responses, in which individual variation of the phenotypes is closely linked with the genetic variation. Wild-derived mouse strain MSM/Ms (MSM) shows higher behavioral responses to stress than laboratory mice in open-field test. Our previous study revealed that the behavioral responses to stress in MSM mice are mapped on Chr17 under the genetic background of laboratory C57BL/6 (B6) mice. In this study, we conducted fine genetic mapping using a series of congenic strains and successfully mapped a locus into about 2.3 Mb region of Chr17, in which only one protein-coding gene PACAP is located. Although there was no non-synonymous polymorphism of the PACAP gene between MSM and B6 strains, the PACAP mRNA and protein levels were significantly increased in hypothalamus of the PACAP congenic mice. This higher PACAP expression was considered as one of the reasons of the altered behavioral responses to stress because PACAP is a neuropeptide that regulates stress responses. The PACAP congenic mice showed increased serum corticosterone levels similar with B6 mice immediately after acute restraint stress, but the increased serum corticosterone levels were significantly prolonged after 1-2 hour of the stress than B6 mice. From these results, we will provide some insights into the functional mechanisms of the PACAP that alters behavioral responses to stress through stress response pathway.
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Gray matter correlates of generalized anxiety disorder: a quantitative meta-analysis
Xinyu Hu, Qiyong Gong, Xiaoqi Huang Huaxi Magnetic Resonance Research Center (HMRRC), West China Hospital, Sichuan University, China
Abstract Purpose: Increasing structural neuroimaging studies have revealed abnormalities of gray matter volume (GMV) in individuals with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) relative to healthy control subjects (HCS) using voxel based morphometry (VBM) approach. However, the spatial localizations of GMV alterations reported in the existing studies are variable and controversial. Here, we conducted a quantitative meta-analysis for investigating the concurrence across VBM studies to clarify the consistent structural abnormalities underpinning this condition. Methods and Materials: A systematic review was conducted on whole-brain VBM studies comparing GMV alterations between GAD patients and HCS in PubMed, ISI Web of Science, Embase, and MEDLINE databases from January 1996 to January 2016. Coordinates were extracted from clusters of significant GMV difference between GAD patients and HCS. Meta-analysis was performed using the Anisotropic effect size signed differential mapping (AES-SDM) software [1] . A jackknife sensitivity analysis was carried out to test the replicability of the results. Results: A total of 7 datasets comprising 130 GAD patients and 146 HCS were included in the current meta-analysis. GMV enlargements were identified in the right putamen and the right superior temporal gyrus in GAD patients compared to the HCS while GAD patients showed decreased GMV in the left insula. All these findings remained largely unchanged when the jackknife sensitivity analysis was performed. Conclusion: This is the first quantitative meta-analysis exploring cerebral structure alterations in patients with GAD compared with HCS. Our results demonstrated that GMV deficits in insular-limbic-temporal regions were the most consistent neural correlates in GAD, which might contribute to the understanding of the pathophysiology underlying this disorder.
